Candyverse Critters NFTs

This is an NFT collection of unique, candy-themed critters that are part of a playful and colorful community. Each Candyverse NFT represents a unique critter that can be used for various interactions and collectible purposes. The collection is designed to be fun and engaging for both casual and dedicated collectors.

Phase 1: Chewmeup!

Chewmeup is the initial stage of the Candyverse NFT collection. During this phase, users can mint their first Candyverse NFT. The collection features over 100 unique candy critters, each with its unique traits and abilities.

Phase 2: Candy Critter Coven

Candy Critter Coven is the second phase of the Candyverse collection. During this phase, users can trade and exchange their Candyverse NFTs with other collectors. The collection features new and improved candy critters with enhanced abilities and traits.

Phase 3: Candycap Coven

Candycap Coven is the third phase of the Candyverse collection. During this phase, users can mint their second Candyverse NFT, which can be used for various interactions and collectible purposes. The collection features over 100 unique candy critters, each with its unique traits and abilities.

FAQ

Where can I see more about Candyverse? Visit our website to learn more about Candyverse.

What is the price of a Candyverse NFT? The price of a Candyverse NFT varies based on supply and demand. Please check our website for the latest pricing information.

Can I trade my Candyverse NFT? Yes, you can trade your Candyverse NFT with other collectors. Please check our website for our trading guidelines.

How do I become a Candyverse NFT collector? Visit our website to learn more about how to become a Candyverse NFT collector.